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wav file extension. Contents The Audio Master Suite 2 contains four main applications that work in conjunction with each
other: WaveLab, Display, Equalizer and Info. Each of these is accompanied by a “.wav” file, which can be run without any other
application to try it out. WaveLab WaveLab is a waveform editor, capable of loading, editing, viewing and saving.wav files. The
application can also edit multiple waveforms simultaneously. Display Display is a waveform viewer that can display waveforms
on screen as well as in a graphical representation. The graph can be resized as desired and can be plotted with three different
visualisation types. Equalizer Equalizer allows for the adjustment of the frequency content of a sound using a graphical front
panel. It can also show the frequency content over time, which can help to track unwanted sounds. Info Info displays text,
numbers and dates in a form similar to a stock market overview. It can also provide a global search function. References
Category:Digital audio editors Category:Sound production technology Category:Sound production recorders Category:Windows
multimedia softwareQ: Simple jQuery, check if the clicked element has a value This is my code:
$("div#itemBox").click(function() { if (this.value == "") { $("#spinner").fadeIn(); } else { $("#spinner").fadeOut(); } }); So, it
should fade in the spinner if the clicked div has no value. I thought the if statement is right. However, when I put the following
code: if (this.value == "") { alert("empty"); alert("not empty"); The if statement was called, but the else statement was not. I
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guess this is related with the fact that.value() is returning string or what. What am I missing here? A: value is a property of the
DOM object value The value of the field. It's not the same as the attribute. if (this. 82157476af
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